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Abstract: Density, viscosity, refractive index, and ultrasonic velocity were measured for the pure
materials anisole, methanol, and toluene, and for the binary mixtures: methanol—anisole and
methanol—toluene. Excess molar volume VE, isobaric thermal compressibility α, excess Gibbs
activation energy for fluid flow ∆GE*, and excess isentropic compressibility κS

E were calculated from
the measured quantities. For both binary mixtures VE and κS

E were <0 while ∆n > 0 and ∆GE* > 0
over the entire mole fraction composition range. Anisole mixtures exhibited more negative values
for VE and κS

E while more positive values were displayed for ∆n and ∆GE* compared to toluene
mixtures. For ∆η, negative values were observed at low alcohol concentrations but positive values at
high alcohol concentrations for both systems.

Keywords: small molecule liquid mixtures; physical properties; molar volume; isentropic compressibility;
refractive index

1. Introduction

Binary mixtures of low molecular weight liquids such as alcohols and aromatics have
been extensively studied not only to provide fundamental physical property data but also
to test the influence of molecular structure, polarity, and size on measured properties [1–3].
Binary mixtures have also provided data to develop mixing rules and test fitting models
for excess volume and viscosity increment [4–6]. This study presents data on mixtures
of the highly polar aliphatic alcohol methanol with a polar aromatic compound anisole
with a weakly polar aromatic toluene. Does methanol interact with polar aromatic anisole
more than with the essentially non-polar aromatic toluene to cause greater specific inter-
actions either of a dipole–dipole or H-bonded nature in their mixtures? All of the subject
compounds are used as solvents for various reactions, especially methanol and toluene.
Their physical properties are thus of interest for chemical and engineering applications [7].
Anisole has been suggested as a “green solvent” to replace toluene in some applications [8].

The density, viscosity, refractive indices, and the speed of sound were measured for
anisole—methanol and anisole—toluene mixtures at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa. From this data,
the excess volume VE, excess isentropic compressibility κS

E, excess Gibbs activation energy
for viscous flow ∆GE*, deviations in viscosity ∆η, and refractive index ∆n were calculated.
In addition, the isobaric coefficient of thermal expansion α for anisole–methanol mixtures
was calculated.

Non-ideality in these mixtures was estimated from simple linear mixing rules and
expressed as either excess or increment quantities. While more complex mixing rules exist
for some of the properties, it is believed that the simple linear rule satisfactorily discovers
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the existence of non-ideality in the mixtures. The aim of this work was not to test theoretical
models describing liquid mixtures.

The trends in the excess or deviation values are related to the molecular structures and
the physical properties of the three components.

2. Experimental Section

Material sources are listed in Table 1. All measurements were made under ambient
atmospheric pressure, measured with mercury in a glass barometer. During the course
of the measurements, the laboratory pressure varied between 726 and 731 Torr or 0.0968
and 0.0975 MPa, which averages to one significant figure as 0.1 MPa with a range of about
0.0007 MPa. The standard deviation in this average would estimate the uncertainty to be
±0.0005 MPa.

Table 1. Materials.

Compound CAS Source Molecular Mass/g mol−1 Purity Purification

Anisole 100-66-3 Aldrich, Analytical Standard 108.140 99.7% Fractional distillation
Methanol 67-56-1 Spectrum ACS Reagent grade 32.04 >99.9% Distilled over CaH2
Toluene 108-88-3 Spectrum ACS Reagent grade 92.141 99.5% Used as received
Water 7732-18-5 Anton Paar Ultrapure certified 18.02 Used as received

Solutions of reagents were made in approximately 0.1 mole fraction increments. Ap-
proximate volumes of samples were syringed into capped bottles and then massed to
±0.1 mg without buoyancy corrections to determine mole fractions. The mole fractions are
precise to at least ±0.00003.

Density data were collected using an Anton Parr densitometer using the Pulsed
Excitation Method (model DMA 4500A) with Peltier temperature control good to ±0.05 K.
Density measurements were performed at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa for methanol–toluene
mixtures and over the range of 288.15–318.15 K at 0.1 MPa in 10 K increments in the
case of anisole–toluene mixtures. The densitometer U-tube was loaded using a syringe
that was cleaned after each sample measurement by pushing reagent ethanol through the
U-tube, followed by air drying until the air density in the tube was steady for a least a
minute. Sample temperatures were allowed to equilibrate to within ±0.05 ◦C of the target
temperature before measurements were made. Calibration of the instrument followed the
procedure recommended by the manufacturer, using ultra-pure water from Anton Paar.
Density values gave standard deviations of at most ±0.02 kg m−3. The density results for
the pure materials may be found in Table 2. Agreement with the literature values for the
pure materials is excellent. The results for the mixtures may be found in Table 3.

The Anton Paar Lovis 2000 Microviscometer attached to the DMA 4500 A was used
to measure dynamic viscosity with Peltier temperature control good to ±0.05 K. Measure-
ments were made at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa. Samples were manually inserted into the
rolling ball capillary by syringe rather than using a flow-through procedure. The vapor
pressure of methanol is high enough that the flow-through method often results in bubbles
in the capillary. Measurements were only made with bubble-free capillaries. A 1.59 mm
diameter capillary was used with a steel ball. The capillary and ball were cleaned with
ethanol between samples and then air dried until the ball rolled smoothly in the capil-
lary. Temperature equilibration was achieved within ±0.01 ◦C of the target temperature
before measurements were made. Viscosity values gave a standard deviation of at most
±0.002 mPa s. Anton Paar Ultrapure water was used for calibration as recommended by
the manufacturer. The viscosity results for the pure materials may be found in Table 2.
Agreement with the literature values for the pure materials is excellent. The results for the
mixtures may be found in Table 3.

Refractive indices were measured at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa using an Anton Paar
automatic refractometer model Abbemat WR-MW using 589.3 nm light (Na D line) with
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temperature control (±0.05 K) provided by the built-in Peltier heating/cooling system.
The laser was allowed to warm up for at least a half hour, at which time the instrument
was calibrated using Anton Paar Ultrapure water as recommended by the manufacturer.
The prism was cleaned between each sample by wiping the prism with pure ethanol
using a chemical wipe and air dried. To avoid composition changes due to evaporation,
measurements were made as soon as the sample chamber was sealed and at the temperature
reached within ±0.03 ◦C of the target. The refractive index measurements gave standard
deviations of no more than ±0.00003. The refractive index results for the pure materials
may be found in Table 2. Agreement with the literature values for the pure materials is
excellent. The results for the mixtures may be found in Table 3.

The speed of sound was measured using a Mittal Enterprises Model M-81 F Mul-
tifrequency Ultrasonic Interferometer (New Patel Nagar, Delhi, 110008 India). All mea-
surements were made at 2 MHz. The cell was carefully dried between measurements.
Temperature was controlled to ±0.05 ◦C by an external circulating water bath (Neslab
model RTE 100). Typical standard deviation of the frequency maxima was ±0.002. The
ultrasound results for the pure materials may be found in Table 2. The results for the
mixtures may be found in Table 3. There is excellent agreement with the literature values.

3. Data Treatment

The excess volumes were calculated using the traditional expression Equation (1),

VE =
M1x1 + M2x2

ρmeas
−

[
M1x1

ρ1
+

M2x2

ρ2

]
(1)

where ρmeas is the measured density of the solution of interest; Mi and ρi are the molar mass
and density of the pure compounds. The molar fraction xi defines the solution composition.

The ultrasound velocity c was calculated using Equation (2),

c = λ · f (2)

where f is the frequency of the interferometer in s−1 and λ is the wavelength of the
standing wave in the interferometer determined by 2× the distance between consecutive
signal maxima.

The isentropic compressibility was calculated by Equation (3),

κS =
1

c2 × ρ
(3)

where c is the ultrasound velocity and ρ is the density of the liquid mixture.
The isobaric coefficient of thermal expansion α was calculated using Equation (4) from

the variation in the ln(density) with temperature data.

α = −
(

∂ ln ρ

∂T

)
p

(4)

A deviation from ideality in the measured property z for a mixture is defined here as
∆z, which may represent either an excess value or incremental value and was calculated
via Equation (5),

∆z = zmeas − [x1z1 + x2z2] (5)

where xi and zi are the molar fraction of a component in the mixture and the physical
property of a pure component, respectively. This simple linear mixing rule was used for
all deviation calculations and its use is very common in the literature, for example, Joshi
et al. [1], Rattan et al. [2], and Weng [3].

The excess Gibbs energy of activation for viscous flow was calculated from volume
and viscosity data using Equation (6) [9,10],
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∆GE∗ = RT

[
ln(Vη)−

2

∑
i=1

xi ln(Viηi)

]
(6)

where R and T have their usual meaning and V is the molar volume of the solution whose
dynamic viscosity is η. Further xi, Vi, and ηi are, respectively, the mole fraction, molar
volume, and dynamic viscosity of the pure components.

The excess and deviation data were correlated to the molar fraction of the mixture
using a Redlich–Kister polynomial Equation (7) [11].

zE(x) or ∆z(x) = (1 − x)x∑
i=0

Ai(1 − 2x)i (7)

The Ai coefficients were determined using a least-squares matrix regression method
available in the program PTC Mathcad Prime 4.0 [and earlier versions]. Three terms
in the polynomial, fourth order in composition, were found to be sufficient to describe
the deviation data in terms of the calculated standard deviation of the fit, calculated by
Equation (8), and visual observation,

σ =

√√√√√∑
i

(
z(xi)− z f it(xi)

)2

n − w
(8)

where n is the number of data points and w is the number of coefficients in the correlating
equation. It should be noted that w is one less than the highest order of the composition
molar fraction so if w = 4, the highest order in molar fraction would be 5.

The fitting coefficients for the mixtures may be found in Table 4.

4. Results and Discussion

The excellent agreement between the measure values and the literature reflects the
success of the calibration methods used with modern instruments as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of the measured and the literature properties of pure liquids at 298.15 K and
0.1 MPa a.

Methanol Toluene Anisole
Measured Literature Measured Literature Measured Literature

ρ/kg m−3 787.33 787.03 [1] 862.12 862.19 [12]
862.20 [13] c 989.13 989.32 [1,14]

988.9 [15]
Vm/10−22 cm3 molecule−1 0.676 b 1.78 b 1.81 b

nD [589.3 nm] 1.32658 1.3267 [16]
1.32652 [14] 1.49367 1.49413 [17]

1.4399 [12] 1.51416 1.5148 [18]

η/mPa s 0.5522 0.5509 [1]
0.5526 [19] 0.5574 0.5563 [20] d 0.9986 0.992 [18]

c/m s−1 1105 1097 [21] 1303 1305.3 [17] 1410 1410 [18]
κS/10−10 Pa−1 10.380 10.558 [21] e 6.822 6.81 [17] 5.080 5.086 [18] f

Dipole moment/Debye 1.7 [22] 0.333 [23] 1.26 [15]
a Standard uncertainties are u(T) = 0.01 K, u(n) = 0.00001, u(ρ) = 0.02 kg m−3, u(η) = 0.0001 mPa·s, u(κS) = 0.002
10−10 Pa−1, u(c) = 1.2 m·s−1. Expanded uncertainties may be taken to be two times the standard uncertainties to
give uncertainty estimates at a 95% confidence level. This practice follows that recommended by R. D. Chirico
et al. [24]. b Calculated from the measured density. c From linear interpolation of data in [13]. d From linear
interpolation of data in [20]. e Calculated from data in [21]. f Calculated from data in [17].

Below, in order of presentation, are the ∆n, VE, α, ∆η, ∆GE*, and κS
E values derived

from the physical properties of the methanol–anisole and methanol–toluene mixtures
reported in Table 3. The deviations from ideal behavior are plotted in the appropriate
section below and found in Figures 1, 2, and 5–7.
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Table 3. Density ρ, Refractive index n (589.3 nm), Viscosity η, Ultrasound Velocity c, and Isentropic
Compressibility κS for mixtures of Methanol–Anisole and Methanol–Toluene at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa a.

Methanol—Anisole Methanol—Toluene

xmethanol ρ/kg·cm−3 n η/mPa·s c/m·s−1 κS/1010·Pa−1 xmethanol ρ/kg·cm−3 n η/mPa·s c/m·s−1 κS/
10−10·Pa−1

0 989.13 1.51416 0.9986 1410 5.080 0 862.12 1.49367 0.5574 1303 6.822
0.12928 980.33 1.50786 0.9279 1398 5.208 0.09936 859.57 1.48807 0.5455 1293 6.959
0.21053 973.46 1.49937 0.8956 1380 5.398 0.19978 856.18 1.48042 0.5430 1275 7.181
0.31049 963.17 1.48973 0.8621 1369 5.534 0.30247 852.27 1.47102 0.5485 1265 7.332
0.40464 952.54 1.47983 0.8345 1344 5.801 0.40244 847.84 1.46095 0.5573 1244 7.612
0.50692 937.69 1.46902 0.7941 1308 6.232 0.49757 842.78 1.44933 0.5658 1232 7.809
0.60529 919.48 1.44801 0.7554 1291 6.513 0.59884 836.35 1.43560 0.5751 1213 8.117
0.70837 896.92 1.42899 0.7120 1255 7.060 0.69935 828.52 1.41531 0.5788 1200 8.381
0.79938 872.24 1.40372 0.6672 1219 7.740 0.80121 818.07 1.39242 0.5798 1175 8.854
0.90597 833.40 1.37159 0.6070 1176 8.683 0.90000 805.21 1.36376 0.5716 1137 9.615

1 787.33 1.32658 0.5522 1105 10.380 1 787.33 1.32658 0.5522 1105 10.380

a Standard uncertainties are u(T) = 0.01 K, u(n) = 0.00001, u(ρ) = 0.02 kg m−3, u(η) = 0.0001 mPa·s,
u(κS) = 0.002·10−10 Pa−1, u(c) = 1.2 m·s−1. U(T) = 0.02 K, U(n) = 0.00002, U(ρ) = 0.04 kg m−3, U(η) = 0.0002 mPa·s,
U(κS) = 0.004·10−10 Pa−1, U(c) = 2.4 m·s−1. Expanded uncertainties denoted by U( ) are taken to be two times
the standard uncertainties to give uncertainty estimates at a 95% confidence level. This practice follows that
recommended by R. D. Chirico et al. [24].

Table 4. The Redlich–Kister coefficients are used in the correlating equations along with the standard
deviation of each fit σ using Equation (7).

Property System A0 A1 A2 Order σ

VE/cm−3 mol−1 Anisole/methanol −1.31 0.198 −0.255 4 0.023
Toluene/methanol −0.402 0.125 −0.241 4 0.0072

∆n
Anisole/methanol 0.186 −0.086 0.053 4 0.002
Toluene/methanol 0.156 −0.066 0.025 4 5 × 10−4

∆η/mPa·s Anisole/methanol 0.092 −0.173 −0.125 4 2 × 10−3

Toluene/methanol 0.046 −0.204 −0.011 4 6 × 10−4

κS
E/10−10·Pa−1 Anisole/methanol −6.33 4.29 −3.94 4 0.075

Toluene/methanol −3.16 2.08 −1.12 4 0.047

4.1. Refractive Index Increments

As noted in Figure 1, the refractive indices in the methanol–anisole and methanol–
toluene mixtures show positive deviations from ideality, ∆n > 0, over the entire composition
range. Looking at Figure 2 [below] shows VE < 0 over the entire composition range for
both mixtures. This inversion in ideality ∆n > 0 while VE < 0 [or vice versa] is commonly
observed, see for example Gonzalez et al. [17] and Iglesias et al. [25].
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Figure 1. Refractive index increments for binary mixtures of methanol with anisole (■) and toluene
(•) at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa versus molar fraction methanol. (/) Methanol–toluene mixtures [18]. The
solid lines are data fits using the Redlich–Kister Equation (6).
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Furthermore, Iglesias et al. [25] attribute this inversion to the increased dipoles and
dispersion effects in a smaller unit volume affecting the passage of light through the
medium. Moreover, as ∆n for methanol–anisole mixtures is larger—more positive than ∆n
for methanol–toluene—the VE observed for methanol–anisole mixtures should be larger
than VE in methanol–toluene mixtures. This is observed in Figure 2. It should be noted
that anisole has a larger dipole moment compared to toluene and a larger mass, which is
associated with increased dispersion effects suggesting the deviation from ideality should
be larger in anisole mixtures than in toluene mixtures.

Agreement with the literature values [18] for methanol–toluene mixtures is excellent.

4.2. Molar Volume and Excess Volume

Measurement of excess volume is an excellent and well-studied way to gain insight
into how molecules pack and organize in the liquid state. As noted in Figure 2 and Table 5,
both the methanol–toluene mixtures and the methanol–anisole mixtures show negative
deviations from ideality. This indicates that in mixture, the solutions take up less volume,
that is, the molecular components of the mixtures are more attracted to each other for
whatever reason in mixture than in pure states. Even though there is some scatter in the
methanol–anisole data, it seems clear that VE < 0. Mahajan et al. [4] suggest three reasons
for observing VE < 0 in mixtures: (1) weaker dispersion, weak dipole–dipole interactions;
(2) clear chemical interactions due to H-bonds; (3) size differences allowing the “solute” to
more easily fit into the liquid structure of the majority component.
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Figure 2. Excess volume in in binary mixtures at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa of methanol with anisole
(■), and with toluene (•) versus molar fraction of methanol. (∃) Methanol–anisole [1]. (/) Methanol–
toluene [26]. The solid lines are data fits using the Redlich–Kister Equation (6.0).

If it is allowed that methanol forms a loose H-bonded liquid structure, then the
presence of either toluene or anisole seems to break up that structure, allowing closer
packing of the constituent molecules giving a higher density or negative excess volume.
Anisole seems to be more effective in packing in methanol-rich mixtures than toluene. This
might appear counterintuitive since anisole is the slightly larger molecule [Table 2 data];
however, the extra conformations possible with the methoxy group of anisole compared
to the simple methyl of toluene might make anisole the more effective structure-breaker
of the H-bonded methanol. Excess volume in the literature values for methanol–toluene
agree with our results in that, by and large, VE < 0 was observed [26]. The VE values noted
in Figure 2 show slightly >0 values for very low concentrations of methanol. The VE > 0
values reported by Ocon et al. [26] for low methanol concentrations are commented on by
Srivastava and Smith [26], who note that such weak VE > 0 are not really representative of
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the bulk of methanol–toluene VE studies reported in the literature. However, Letcher et al.
report small VE > 0 at low methanol concentrations [27].

Regardless, toluene packs efficiently in high concentrations of methanol to give smaller
than expected molar volumes.

There is one report of methanol–anisole VE > 0 over the entire composition range [28].
Something must be flawed with this result since in the same paper the authors report that
the refractive index increments are >0. As noted above, if VE > 0, ∆n increments must be <0.

4.3. Isobaric Thermal Expansivity for Methanol–Anisole Mixtures at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa

The ln(density)-temperature variation for a given molar fraction was assumed to be
linear, which means the isobaric coefficient of thermal expansion is equal to −(∂ln(ρ)/∂T)p
[Equation (4)], the slope of each line. Figure 3 bears out the assumption of linearity.

The isobaric thermal expansivity values α derived from the temperature-dependent
density values for methanol–anisole mixtures shown in Figure 4 are presented in Table 6.

Table 5. Molar volume Vm and VE for binary mixtures of Methanol–Anisole and Methanol–Toluene
at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa a.

Methanol–Anisole Methanol–Toluene

xmethanol
Vm/

cm3 mol−1
VE/

cm3 mol−1 xmethanol
Vm/

cm3 mol−1
VE/

cm3 mol−1

0 109.3 0 0 106.9 0
0.12928 100.3 −0.117 0.09936 100.2 −0.054
0.21053 94.63 −0.223 0.19978 93.60 −0.060
0.31049 87.74 −0.244 0.30247 86.78 −0.076
0.40464 81.20 −0.271 0.40244 80.15 −0.093
0.50692 79.19 −0.351 0.49757 73.85 −0.100
0.60529 67.51 −0.356 0.59884 67.14 −0.107
0.70837 60.47 −0.274 0.69935 60.48 −0.111
0.79938 54.24 −0.249 0.80121 53.77 −0.081
0.90597 47.03 −0.182 0.90000 47.26 −0.058

1 40.69 0 1 40.69 0
a Standard uncertainty is u(x) = 0.0001, u(T) = 0.05 K, u(Vm) = 0.01 cm3 mol−1 based on propagated uncertainty.
Expanded uncertainty U(Vm) = 0.02 cm3 mol−1, implying a 95% confidence level following the recommendation
of R. D. Chirico et al. [24].
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Figure 3. Ln(density) of methanol–anisole mixtures for temperatures from 288.15 K to 308.15 K for
specific molar fractions of methanol at 0.1 MPa. The order of the lines from top to bottom follows the
molar fractions of methanol given in the side bar legend. The solid lines are assumed linear fits to
the data.
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Table 6. Density of Methanol–Anisole solutions for temperatures from 288.15 K to 308.15 K for
specific mole fractions of Methanol at 0.1 MPa. Isobaric thermal expansivity α and αE calculated for
298.15 K and 0.1 MPa for mole fractions of Methanol using Equation (4).

xmethanol
ρ/kg·m−3 α/10−3 K−1 a αE/10−3 K−1

288.15 K 298.15 K 308.15 K

0 998.47 989.13 979.73 1.21 0
0.12928 989.80 980.33 970.74 1.29 0.038
0.21053 982.92 973.47 963.88 1.29 0.012
0.31049 972.65 963.17 953.55 1.29 −0.019
0.40464 962.03 952.55 942.91 1.29 −0.049
0.50692 947.18 937.69 928.04 1.34 −0.032
0.60529 929.06 919.48 909.91 1.35 −0.053
0.70837 906.40 896.92 887.27 1.34 −0.097
0.79938 881.71 872.21 862.61 1.41 −0.056
0.90597 842.83 833.40 823.82 1.47 −0.030

1.000 796.46 787.33 777.65 1.53 0
a u(α) = 0.02 10−3 K−1 Expanded uncertainty U(α) = 0.04·10−3 K−1, implying a 95% confidence level following the
recommendation of R. D. Chirico et al. [24].
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Figure 4. The solid line is a cubic fit to α, the isobaric coefficient of thermal expansion, for methanol–
anisole mixtures as function of molar fraction methanol at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa.

The isobaric thermal expansivity increases with the increase in methanol in the
methanol–anisole mixture in a non-linear fashion where αE > 0, but quite small, at low
concentrations of methanol but <0 at middle to high concentrations of methanol. The
presence of the anisole at higher concentrations of methanol makes the solution less likely
to thermally expand, which might follow the increased destruction of the H-bonding in the
methanol-rich mixtures.

Since α is less than ideally predicted for high methanol compositions, the same T
change will expand the solution less, suggesting the intermolecular forces are stronger in
the mixture and resist expanding the distance between the molecular components. This
is consistent with the negative excess volume where intermolecular distances are smaller
than would be expected in an ideal mixture.

4.4. Viscosity Increments

The calculated viscosity increments for both the methanol–toluene and methanol–
anisole mixtures agree with the literature, though the methanol–toluene data agreement is
better, as shown in Figure 5.

The increment behavior for both mixtures shows both positive and negative deviations
from ideality. This is not uncommon behavior for the physical properties of many binary
mixtures. The agreement with the literature for the methanol–toluene mixtures is excellent.
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The difference between the cited literature value for methanol–anisole [2] may be due to
the experimental technique used for viscosity—a Ubbelhode viscometer vs. our modern
Anton Paar rolling ball viscometer.
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Figure 5. Viscosity increments in binary mixtures at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa of methanol and anisole (■),
and with toluene (•) versus molar fraction of methanol. Methanol–anisole mixtures (∃) [1]. Methanol–
toluene (/) mixtures [29]. The solid lines are data fits using the Redlich–Kister Equation (6).

Here the solution behavior shows negative deviations from ideality for low methanol
[low alcohol] concentrations but positive deviations for high concentrations of alcohol.
Methanol itself has viscosity almost equal to that of toluene but both have a viscosity
much lower than anisole [Table 2]. Mialkowski et al. [30] note that ∆η < 0 values occur
when dispersion forces are primarily responsible for intermolecular interactions and that ∆η
should be more negative for cases of dipole–dipole interactions which would better describe
the more polar methanol–anisole interactions. Roy et al. [31] suggest that when reviewing
many binary mixtures, the sign of ∆η and VE are correlated. When, VE < 0 then ∆η < 0.
Our data do not support that suggestion completely over the entire composition range.
In aromatic-rich solutions, both VE < 0 and ∆η < 0 but at higher methanol concentrations,
VE < 0 while ∆η > 0. Roy et al. [31] further suggest that where ∆η < 0, dispersion and dipole
interactions are the dominant molecular interactions while ∆η > 0 arises when H-bonding
and complex formation are the dominant interactions. Baluja et al. [32] agree with this
interpretation suggesting that ∆η < 0 occurs when the molecular interactions between pair
of unlike molecules are less than those between like molecules, and moreover, ∆η > 0 occurs
when the aromatic component can better form H-bonds with methanol.

4.5. Excess Energy of Viscose Flow

The calculated ∆GE* values using the model proposed by Glastone et al. [10] are
given in Table 7 and illustrated in Figure 6. The literature report [32] for methanol–anisole
deviates from the present data, particularly in higher methanol concentration solutions.
This too might be traced to the different instrumentation used to measure density. Since
it is clear that ∆GE* > 0 over the composition range, fitting the data to a Redlich–Kister
polynomial would seem to provide no additional information. The ∆GE* > 0 values over
the entire composition range for both systems indicate the viscous flow in these mixtures
is more difficult than in the pure liquids. The sign of ∆GE* has been taken to indicate
existence of intermolecular interactions [1,9,32]. Joshi et al. [1] and Sekhar et al. [9] suggest
that when ∆GE* > 0, complexes are formed between the molecular components, and the
greater the positive value of ∆GE*, the stronger the complex. Joshi et al. [1] report for
the methanol–anisole mixture a value ∆GE* of 485 J mol−1 but no composition is noted.
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This value is roughly in accord with our maximum value for ∆GE* observed in Figure 6.
Moreover, Joshi et al. [1] report that the methanol–anisole value is larger than that for
methanol–benzene. This also seems to be in accord with the anisole mixtures exhibiting
larger ∆GE* values than toluene mixtures as shown in Figure 6. Prolongo et al. [33] suggest
that the sign of VE and ∆GE* are correlated. The mixtures studied here agree with that
suggestion. A comparison to ethanol–anisole mixtures, however, shows that ∆GE* < 0,
suggesting that size and a dipole have a dramatic influence on ∆GE* [34].
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Figure 6. Excess Gibbs activation energy ∆GE* for viscose flow at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa for mixtures
of methanol–anisole (■), methanol–toluene (•). Methanol–anisole (∃) [32].

Table 7. The excess Gibbs activation energy for fluid flow ∆GE* at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa for mixtures
of Methanol–Anisole and Methanol–Toluene.

Methanol–Anisole Methanol–Toluene
xmethanol ∆GE*/J mol−1 xmethanol ∆GE*/J mol−1

0 0 0 0
0.12928 110 0.09936 28
0.21053 197 0.19978 89
0.31049 307 0.30247 175
0.40464 403 0.40244 259
0.50692 457 0.49757 323
0.60529 485 0.59884 372
0.70837 469 0.69935 372
0.79938 395 0.80121 331
0.90597 225 0.90000 214

1.000 0 1 0

u(∆GE*) = 2 J mol−1 with U(∆GE*) = 4 J mol−1 following the recommendation of Chirico et al. [24].

4.6. Isentropic Compressibilities and Deviations

As noted in Figure 7, κS
E values for both methanol–toluene and methanol–anisole

mixtures are negative over the entire composition range with κS
E for methanol–anisole

mixtures everywhere more negative. While the literature agreement with methanol–toluene
mixtures is excellent, the literature agreement for methanol–anisole for our data is rea-
sonable for low methanol concentrations, significant differences are observed for high
methanol concentrations. The reason for the discrepancy is unknown but probably relates
to the different instrumentation used to make the density measurements.
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Figure 7. Excess isentropic compressibility κS
E in binary mixtures at 298.15 K and 0.1 MPa of

methanol with anisole (■), and with toluene (•) versus molar fraction of methanol. Methanol–
anisole (∃) mixtures [32]. Methanol–toluene (/) mixtures [29]. The solid lines are data fits using the
Redlich–Kister Equation (6).

Values of κS
E < 0 imply the liquid mixture is less easily compressed than either of

the pure components, which is consistent with the components mixing together easily to
account for the observed VE < 0 for these mixtures (Sekhar et al. [9]). The excess values for
both mixtures show that a small amount of either anisole or toluene has a large effect on κS

E

and the effect is much greater in methanol–anisole mixtures. Parks et al. [35] have noted
that κS

E < 0 values may be understood by changes in the free volume of the mixture and
interstitial accommodation. Further, Nath and Dubey [36] have suggested the H-bonding,
dipole–dipole and dipole-induced dipole interactions contribute to negative κS

E values. The
effect of these interactions should be less for the weaker polar mixtures of methanol–toluene
but may be a significant factor in the more polar methanol–anisole mixtures.

5. Summary/Conclusions

Several commonly measured physical properties are reported here for binary mixtures
of methanol–toluene and methanol–anisole. The differences in the physical properties of
the mixtures can be attributed to strong dipole–weak dipole effects in the methanol–toluene
system compared to the strong dipole–dipole interactions in the methanol–anisole system
as well as significant size differences between the methanol and the aromatic component.
The values of, VE, ∆n, ∆GE*, and κE follow the same curvatures, being either > or < 0 over
the entire composition range with composition with the methanol–anisole system always
showing the larger deviation from ideality. However, ∆η shows “sigmodal” behavior with
∆η < 0 for low methanol concentrations but ∆η > 0 for high methanol concentrations.
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